Making the Ascent up Lookout Mountain, Chattanooga, Tenn.
MAVING THE ASCENT UP LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Showing the car on the steep grade of mountain incline just before entering the narrow passage between the rocks.
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POSTCARD

1918

Miss Emma Hampton

Cleveland

Dear [Addressee],

We will leave on the 3rd of [month]. Thank you for your kindness.

Yours truly,
SLEEPING QUARTERS OF LORD FAIRFAX, GREENWAY COURT, NEAR WHITE POST, VA.
Old Fairfax Signpost
White Post, Virginia
GREENWAY COURT, THE SEAT OF LORD FAIRFAX, WHITE POST, VA.
IF YOU WERE BORN FROM SEPT. 23 TO OCT. 23

The airy sign of Libra Justice's scales
Protects your life, fends off whatever assails

"LIBRA"

The type is tall and graceful, with fine face
The women have great symmetry and grace

Refined and quiet, full of energy.
Enthusiastic, hopeful, spirit free.
Intuitive and dreading, blood or pain,
In speculation you shall reap great gain.

Your merry laugh shall be a Joy to all
Your charms of person shall their hearts enthrall
Fair Venus is your star, your colors blue
And Crimson, Opals, gems that shine for you.
Present House at Greenway Court.